Motivation: Identifying biologically meaningful gene expression patterns from time series gene expression data is important to understand the underlying biological mechanisms. To identify significantly perturbed gene sets between different phenotypes, analysis of time series transcriptome data requires consideration of time and sample dimensions. Thus, the analysis of such time series data seeks to search gene sets that exhibit similar or different expression patterns between two or more sample conditions, constituting the three-dimensional data, i.e. gene-time-condition. Computational complexity for analyzing such data is very high, compared to the already difficult NP-hard two dimensional biclustering algorithms. Because of this challenge, traditional time series clustering algorithms are designed to capture co-expressed genes with similar expression pattern in two sample conditions. Results: We present a triclustering algorithm, TimesVector, specifically designed for clustering three-dimensional time series data to capture distinctively similar or different gene expression patterns between two or more sample conditions. TimesVector identifies clusters with distinctive expression patterns in three steps: (i) dimension reduction and clustering of time-condition concatenated vectors, (ii) post-processing clusters for detecting similar and distinct expression patterns and (iii) rescuing genes from unclassified clusters. Using four sets of time series gene expression data, generated by both microarray and high throughput sequencing platforms, we demonstrated that TimesVector successfully detected biologically meaningful clusters of high quality. TimesVector improved the clustering quality compared to existing triclustering tools and only TimesVector detected clusters with differential expression patterns across conditions successfully. Availability and Implementation: The TimesVector software is available at http://biohealth.snu.ac. kr/software/TimesVector/.
Introduction
Gene expression time series data are analyzed to understand the underlying biological mechanisms in response to certain conditions that produce the observations or phenotypes. Time series analysis is a well-known research topic and it has been widely used in many disciplines. However, analysis of time series data still faces a number of challenges due to the computational complexity and the difficulty of experimental design. The applications of time series data analysis is very broad from weather forecast, financial forecast (Kaastra and Boyd, 1996) to mapping functional MRI brain activities (Golay et al., 1998) . Recent high throughput instrument techniques, such as microarray and high throughput sequencing, now allows us to measure the expression level of thousands of genes simultaneously in particular states or conditions over multiple time points. There are several well-known time series analysis tools such as DREM (BarJoseph et al., 2012) that detect transcription factors regulating a cluster of co-expressed genes and TimeTP (Jo et al., 2016 ) that detects perturbed subpathways along the time line.
Many time series clustering algorithms were developed to mine gene expression patterns in order to understand the dynamics of biological processes under certain conditions. Earlier gene clustering algorithms, such as hierarchical clustering, were developed for single snapshot samples (i.e. one dimensional data) (Alizadeh et al., 2000; Shamir and Sharan, 2001 ), which are not appropriate for time series data since they do not take into account the sequential nature of time series expression data. In general, time series data are categorized as univariate or multivariate data (Liao, 2005) , where a variable is an observation recorded sequentially over a number of time points. Since gene expression time series data generally consist of a large number of genes, they are basically multivariate and are usually of two dimensions (e.g. gene, time or condition dimensions). Throughout the document, we refer to conditions as biological samples experimented under different conditions that are associated with different phenotypes.
A number of algorithms for analyzing two dimensional time series data were proposed and they can be classified into three categories: raw data based, feature based and model based (Liao, 2005) . Most clustering algorithms belong to the raw data based category. Among the raw data based clustering methods, biclustering has been successful for finding meaningful patterns in microarray expression data (Cheng and Church, 2000; Shamir and Sharan, 2001) . Biclustering is used when both objects and attributes are to be clustered simultaneously to identify biclusters with co-expression patterns of a subset of genes relevant to a subset of the samples of interest (Han et al., 2011) . Due to its nature, biclustering is also referred to as subspace clustering and is discriminated from fullspace clustering methods, such as K-means (Tavazoie et al., 1999) , Self organizing map (Tamayo et al., 1999) and hierarchical clustering (Eisen et al., 1998) . The biclusering problem is known to be NPhard, and thus many proposed algorithms of mining biclusters use heuristic methods or probabilistic approximations. Besides biclustering, there are also profile based clustering methods such as STEM (Ernst and Bar-Joseph, 2006) , which was developed to mine gene expression patterns within a single condition.
Since many biological experiments are designed to identify differential responsive signals between two or more samples in one or more different conditions, it is important to be able to perform simultaneous comparative time series analysis, which results in a threedimensional (3D) data. Triclustering is referred to as a problem of mining gene clusters in such 3D time series data, which is our main interest.
There is another important topic related to the analysis of times series data. Clustering is natural to determine similar patterns. However, it is important to identify gene clusters that show differential expression patterns across the conditions. For example, to understand the drought tolerance mechanism by comparing a drought susceptible and a drought tolerant plant, it is most important to identify genes that show distinctively different expression patterns rather than co-regulatory genes.
Tricustering algorithms can be categorized into two groups: DEG (Differentially Expressed Gene) based algorithms and pattern clustering algorithms. DEG based tools, such as Wigwams (Polanski et al., 2014) and EDISA (Supper et al., 2007) , search for coexpressed gene clusters by detecting DEGs in the time series data and then forming clusters by associating genes that are highly correlated with the DEGs. Pattern clustering algorithms, such as TriCluster (Zhao and Zaki, 2005) and OPTricluster (Tchagang et al., 2012) , perform clustering with an objective function of minimizing distance within a cluster or comparing the distance variance between gene clusters. The use-case scenario of the two types of clustering algorithms differs, according to the experiment design in terms of the number of treatments and the number of phenotypes, typically representing different organisms with distinct physiology. The DEG based algorithms are more suitable for the analysis of omics data from the experimental condition of multiple treatments of a single organisms. On the other hand, the pattern based algorithms work better for the analysis of omics data from the experimental condition of a single treatment on multiple organisms.
Motivation
There are two major challenges for time series data analysis as below.
1.1.1 Challenge 1: complexity of analyzing the three-dimensional time series transcriptome data As we mentioned, one dimensional clustering algorithms are not appropriate for analyzing time series data. Two dimensional clustering methods, such as biclustering, are NP-hard and are based on heuristic or approximation methods. Clustering in three dimensions, gene vs. condition vs. time, is extremely difficult and it is very hard to design a well performing algorithm.
1.1.2 Challenge 2: technical difficulty to capture differential expression patterns between two or more conditions Mining differential gene expression patterns in two or more conditions is a non-trivial task compared to detecting similarly expressed patterns. Detecting similar patterns is natural for clustering approaches. A triclustering algorithm, OPTricluster, is actually based on measuring high similarity among condition combinations. On the contrary, detecting distinct or differentially expressed patterns over time is very difficult while performing clustering in multiple conditions. Performing statistical tests to identify distinct patterns is a common approach but it is very difficult in the three dimensions.
1.1.3 Our strategy: dimension reduction by concatenating condition and time dimensions The main idea of our approach is to reduce a three dimension clustering problem to a two dimension clustering problem by delaying the identification of distinct time patterns in multiple conditions. By concatenating time and condition dimensions, we have a problem of clustering in a two dimension space, gene vs. time and condition combined. As a result, there is a single vector for each gene. Then we perform clustering analysis detecting similar patterns only. Once we have clustering results, for each cluster, we re-introduce condition dimension by splitting the concatenated vector into multiple vectors, one for each condition. Then it is much easier to identify similar or distinct patterns across different conditions since we consider data only in a single cluster. A gene that is not included in any of the clusters are rescued by comparing the concatenated vector of the gene to those in the clusters.
Methods
The objective of TimesVector is to identify gene clusters that show distinctively different or similar patterns in a 3D time series data. Three types of expression patterns are defined and searched for: Differentially Expressed Pattern (DEP), at least One Differentially Expressed Pattern (ODEP) and Similarly Expressed Pattern (SEP) in different conditions. The detection of clusters is performed in a three step procedure. First, we transform the three dimensional matrix into a two dimensional matrix to reduce the complexity for clustering. For clustering, we use a cosine distance based K-means algorithm. Second, from the clustering result, clusters are classified as one of the following types: DEP, ODEP, SEP and unclassified. Third, unclassified genes from unclassified clusters are assigned to clusters via a rescue procedure. In Figure 1 , the workflow of TimesVector is shown.
Definition of cluster types
There are three types of gene clusters. A DEP cluster is defined as a set of genes that have similar expression patterns within conditions but are different across all conditions. An ODEP cluster is defined as a set of genes where the expression pattern in at least one condition is significantly different from the others. An SEP cluster is defined as a set of genes that share a common expression pattern across all conditions. We do not use a formal definition for the three types of clusters. They are defined as a result of clustering process that will be explained throughout the manuscript.
Step 1: dimension reduction and spherical K-means clustering
To reduce the clustering complexity, the G Â C Â T data is transformed into a G Â CT expression matrix by concatenating the condition dimension and the time dimension to single dimension vectors on CT, where G is the set of genes in the expression data, C the set of conditions (or samples) and T the set of time points. Note that no information is lost during the dimension reduction due to concatenation. An example is shown in Figure 2 . The transformed gene expression matrix is the input data to the clustering analysis.
For clustering, we use the spherical K-means algorithm (Hornik et al., 2012) that follows the same clustering procedure of the traditional K-means algorithm but with cosine dissimilarity as its distance metric so that vectors can be easily handled. Each vector is normalized to a unit vector so that the vectors can be projected to a sphere of the same magnitude across the feature dimensions. Each gene is a one dimensional vector containing expression values at time m and condition l, where n 2 G; m 2 T and l 2 C. The Fig. 1 . The analysis workflow of TimesVector with example data of three conditions with three time points. The workflow consists of three major parts that are performed in sequential manner to identify DEP, ODEP and SEP clusters.
(1) Spherical K-means clustering is performed on the G Â CT matrix data, (2) then, DEP, ODEP and SEP clusters are classified using mutual information and statistical tests. (3) Genes from unclassified clusters (i.e. heterogeneous clusters) are conditionally assigned to the classified clusters (i.e. cluster 1, 2,. . ., i). g 1 to g i refer to genes, s 1 to s 3 to the three conditions and t 1 to t 3 to the time points respectively. In this example, Cluster 1 and 2 are classified as DEP and SEP clusters respectively whereas clusters j to K remain unclassified Fig. 2 . An example showing the transformation of a 3D matrix to a 2D matrix with i genes in 3 time points and k conditions. The top G Â C Â T matrix is transformed to the bottom G Â CT matrix by concatenating the condition and the time dimension to single vectors on CT dimension. g 1 to g i refer to genes, s 1 to s k to the conditions and t 1 to t 3 to the time points respectively expression vector of a gene i is ! vðg i Þ ¼ fg i11 ; . . . ; g i1m ; g i1mþ1 ; . . . ; g iC1 ; . . . ; g iCT g, which is normalized to a unit vector
These normalized gene expression vectors are the input data to the spherical K-means algorithm. The spherical K-means algorithm generates K clusters to minimize the objective function,
which is the total sum of cosine dissimilarity between gene vectors and the cluster centroid vector. Here, let n be the number of genes and k the number of clusters and c 1 ; . . . ; c k the cluster centroid vectors respectively. l ij is an indicator of a gene i having membership to cluster j, where membership is defined as zðiÞ 2 f1; . . . ; kg. That is,
The centroid vector of a cluster is defined as
As a result of the spherical K-means clustering, a cluster is expected to consist of genes that have high cosine similarities between any pairs of two vectors on the concatenated condition and time dimension. A cluster with high cosine similarity does not mean that genes in different conditions share a similar expression pattern. An example is shown in Figure 1 , where Cluster 1 shows a high cosine similarity across the concatenated condition and time dimension but different expression patterns between conditions. Identification of dissimilar patterns in different conditions will be done in the next step of post-processing each cluster. Like all K-means based algorithms, the spherical K-means algorithm requires the user to specify the K number of clusters to be generated. A small K may not be able to detect all target expression patterns while a large K may fragment an expression pattern into multiple clusters. The number of conditions and time points in the data must be taken into consideration when choosing K. By performing experiments with different settings of K ( Supplementary  Fig. S1 ), we empirically determined K as follows,
where x ¼ C Â T. Such selection criteria was based on selecting K at the point where the silhouette score was the highest ( Supplementary  Fig. S2 ). For convenience, the K is rounded to the nearest hundred.
As an example, for a dataset with three classes and six time points (i.e. x ¼ 18), K will be set to 400. Since K is intentionally set to a relatively large number according to the number of conditions and time points, there will be fragmented clusters. However, these fragmented clusters and unclassified clusters are post-processed later.
Step 2: classifying clusters
Each cluster from the spherical K-means clustering result is classified as either a DEP, ODEP, SEP or unclassified cluster type. Each cluster type is defined using a different classification method described in the following sections. Since we are interested in gene sets that show response to experimental conditions in terms of expression level, clusters with a constant expression pattern (CEP) over time are filtered out and not reported. Let maxðc j Þ and minðc j Þ be the maximum and minimum vector values of cluster centroid c j . If maxðcjÞ minðcjÞ < fc for a given fold change threshold fc, cluster j is removed from the classification candidate list. By default fc is set to 1.5. Cluster types are detected in sequential order where genes from classified clusters are removed from the classification candidate set during each step. We determined clusters in the order of CEP, DEP, ODEP and then SEP. Theoretically there are 24 ð¼ 4!Þ different ways of performing the cluster detection. We tested all possible ways and found that the CEP-DEP-ODEP-SEP classification order performed best (Supplementary Fig. S3 ).
DEP cluster classification
For the purpose of explaining how DEP clusters are defined, assume that there are three conditions, O, P and Q. The goal is to test if expression vectors (or patterns) in different conditions are dissimilar. For each gene, g i , three vectors, g iO , g iP and g iQ , are produced by dissecting g i according to the three conditions. Then for all genes in the cluster being considered, we compute the centroid for each condition, c O , c P and c Q . We designate the furthest condition centroid as the base centroid to avoid symmetry problems, which is c O in this example. Cosine distances to the base centroid from the dissected vectors are computed. In this example, distances to the base centroid c O from g iO , g iP and g iQ are computed. Each dissected vector is ranked by its cosine distance to the base centroid. Let R il be the rank of a dissected gene expression vector g il for l ij ¼ 1, where i is the gene, l the condition and j the current cluster under subject respectively. Each rank R il is assigned to a discretized rank D il . If R il is in the range of ðN j =CÞ Â x < R il ðN j =CÞ Â ðx þ 1Þ, the discretized rank D il is x þ 1, where N j is the number of genes in cluster j, and x is an integer (i.e. the condition label) from 0 to C -1. Now, that all dissected vectors of all genes are rank discretized and condition labels are given, we will test how the cosine distance ranks and conditions correlate using mutual information (MI). To compute MI, we need to compute probabilities, P(X, Y), P(X) and P(Y) where X is for conditions and Y is for ranks. The MI of a cluster is computed by
pðx; yÞ log pðx; yÞ pðxÞpðyÞ :
The higher the mutual information is, the more correlated are the genes with their associated conditions or labels. DEFINITION 1.
DEP type cluster
Given a cluster j of n genes, c conditions and cosine distance ranked D nc vectors, i ¼ 10 000 random permutated sets S nc are generated from the D nc vector set. If pðMIðc; S i nc Þ > MIðc; D nc ÞÞ < 0:05, cluster j is classified as a DEP type cluster.
ODEP cluster classification
Clusters that remain unclassified from DEP classification are now tested for ODEP classification.
Again, we assume that there are three conditions, O, P and Q. Our goal is to test if O is outstanding from PQ, if P is outstanding from OQ, or if Q is outstanding from OP. To test if O is outstanding from PQ in terms of cosine distance, we use the concept of centroid again. For each condition in the cluster being considered, we compute the cosine distances between the centroid of PQ and the condition dissected gene expression vectors. In this way, we have a distribution of distances for PQ. Now we compute a distribution of distances for OPQ by computing the distances between the centroid of OPQ and the dissected gene expression vectors. We test if two distributions, PQ and OPQ, are different using one-way ANOVA test. DEFINITION 2.
ODEP type cluster Given a cluster j of n genes and c conditions, for each of the c 2 condition pair samples, we compute a set of cosine distances. Oneway ANOVA test on the cosine distance sets is performed, and if p < 1:0 Â 10 À15 cluster j is classified as a ODEP type cluster.
SEP cluster classification
The remaining unclassified clusters are tested for SEP classification. An SEP cluster type is expected to exhibit a single expression pattern across all the conditions and time points. Again, we assume that there are three conditions, O, P and Q. To be a SEP cluster, expression vectors of O, P and Q should be similar. For each g i , three vectors, g iO , g iP and g iQ , are produced by dissecting g i according to the three conditions. Since we are interested in similar patterns regardless of conditions, we compute only one centroid of all vectors this time. 
SEP type cluster
From the distance distributions of all remaining clusters, a 99% confidence interval (CI) is computed. Given a cluster j, if the average cosine distance of genes to the cluster centroid is below the lower bound of 99% CI, cluster j is classified as a SEP type cluster.
Step 3: rescuing genes from unclassified clusters
Due to the possibility of over fragmentation by a large K or unclassified clusters due to poor quality, genes from unclassified clusters are tested for possible reassignment to classified clusters. As the condition for a gene to be rescued, the cosine distance between the gene and the target cluster's centroid should be smaller than the average cosine distance between the genes within the cluster and the cluster's centroid.
Results and discussion
Three public datasets from GEO and one time series RNA-seq dataset (GSE74465) generated by us were used for the gene expression pattern analysis. These datasets have different characteristics such as the number of genes, conditions and time points (Table 1 ). The detailed description of each dataset is provided in the Supplementary  Table S1 . Clusters were identified from each dataset using TimesVector. Resulting clusters were confirmed for their biological significance by comparing research findings in the studies that generated the datasets. We evaluated the performance of TimesVector by comparing the clustering results with existing triclustering algorithms.
Cluster results from malaria infected mouse data
From the malaria infected mouse gene expression data (GSE4324), including 18116 gene, TimesVector detected 7 DEP, 15 ODEP and 18 SEP clusters that consist of 135, 1683 and 3079 genes respectively. For comprehensive analysis of the results, selected expression patterns of detected clusters are shown in Figure 3 .
The expression patterns of the 26 genes in the DEP Cluster 27 were similar within conditions but different across conditions. Here, we observed that the genes of gonadectomized male and female samples showed similar patterns, whereas the intact samples were very different from each other and the gonadectomized samples. In the ODEP Cluster 20 (32 genes), a spike in expression level at day 7 is observed only in the gonadectomized male sample. In the SEP Cluster 357, 135 genes showed similar expression patterns over time and across conditions. The related study (Cernetich et al., 2006) focused on interleukin and gamma interferon genes since it was observed that those genes were highly expressed in gonadal intact females than gonadectomized females, gonadectomized males and intact males. From the DEP clusters, we found 24 interleukin and 7 interferon genes with expression patterns coherent to the study. Especially, among the interleukin genes, IL-17 genes (i.e. IL-17D/E and their receptors) were enriched, which all exhibited relatively high expression levels specific to intactmales. Previous studies showed that the expression level of IL-17 producing T helper cells increased during parasitemia (Bueno et al., 2012; Rahmah et al., 2015) implying that the intactmales show more susceptibility to malaria infection.
For further biological interpretation, pathway enrichment analysis was performed using PANTHER (Mi and Thomas, 2009 ). In the DEP and ODEP clusters, six pathways were found to be significantly enriched, which are shown in Supplementary Table S2 . We found that most of the enriched pathways are related to response signals of malaria infection (Delahaye et al., 2007; Desruisseaux et al., 2010) . Among the enriched GO (Gene Ontology) terms, we also found that genes related to the embryo development, such as 'Endocrine system development (P-value¼3:78e À2 )', 'Gastrulation (P-value¼1:45e À2 )' and 'Embryonic organ morphogenesis (P-value¼6:48e À4 )', were enriched only in DEP clusters (Supplementary Table S3a ). This is reasonable since the gonadectomized males and females will have different expression levels of gonad related genes compared to the intact male and females.
Cluster results from hormone treated rice
From the four root samples (GSE39429), including 29 696 genes, 23 DEP, 9 ODEP and 2 SEP clusters were detected that included 2227, 1303 and 258 genes respectively. Since the related studies (Sato et al., 2012a, b) does not provide biological interpretation of the data, we could not verify the biological significance of DEP or SEP clusters. However, the identified DEP clusters showed distinctively different expression patterns between the four root samples allowing us to interpret the data (Fig. 3) . Especially, we observed that a majority of 14 DEP/ODEP clusters showed expression patterns specific to the the abscisic acid (ABA) treated sample implying that ABA has the greatest effect on gene expression among the six phytohormones. In Clusters 302, 350, 383, 428 and 437, a total of 823 genes were gradually induced only in ABA treated samples ( Supplementary Fig. S4 ). Accordingly, the GO term 'response to abscisic acid (P-value¼1:01e À2 )' was significantly enriched in DEP clusters (Supplementary Table S3b ). Also, GO terms related to phytohormones, such as 'Phytoalexin biosynthetic process (P-value¼2:16e À2 )', 'Plant-type cell wall organization (P-value¼1:09e À2 )' and 'Chlorophyll biosynthetic process (P-value¼1:05e À2 )' were significantly enriched in DEP clusters. Comparatively, only three SEP clusters were detected, which implies that the gene regulation greatly differs between the responses to different phytohormones. No biologically significant GO terms were found in the SEP clusters.
Cluster results from dehydration treated rice plants
In the analysis of the two dehydration treated plants (GSE74465), including 25 223 genes, 19 DEP, 7 ODEP and 11 SEP clusters were detected that included 3327, 2052 and 6290 genes respectively. The WT and the OsAP2 over-expressed transgenic plant (ap2) with the wild type as its backbone were used in this experiment. It was shown that ap2 adopted drought tolerant phenotypes in terms of increased grain yield under drought conditions by 20 to 35% compared to WT.
The most enriched GO term in DEP clusters was 'Photosynthesis and light harvesting (P-value¼5:3e À6 )' (Supplementary Table S3c ).
Photosynthesis related genes were found in Cluster 33 where the expression level of genes in the cluster decreased in both plants, but in the transgenic plant the gene expression levels were further decreased. We hypothesized that the drought tolerant transgenic plant shuts down energy consuming processes during water shortage for survival. This hypothesis from computational analysis was validated in a biological experiment by measuring the difference in net photosynthesis of the plants under dehydration stress ( Supplementary Fig. S5 ). Other enriched GO terms in DEP clusters were also well known biological processes related to drought tolerance mechanisms, such as oxidation reduction, cell wall organization and chlorophyll biosynthesis. Many GO terms in SEP clusters were detected, but with many being mutual exclusive from DEP cluster GO terms. For example, only one photosynthesis related GO term was enriched in SEP clusters, while three were present in DEP clusters. Also no GO term related to chlorophyll biosynthesis was found in SEP clusters. In summary, the cluster results showed high coherence with biological interpretations and previous drought related studies.
Cluster results from five yeast strains expression data during fermentation
From the transcriptome data of five yeast strains (GSE11651) sampled during fermentation, including 10 639 genes, 7 DEP, 8 ODEP and 25 SEP clusters were detected that included 218, 1664 and 2175 genes respectively. In the related study, before profiling gene expression, the fermentation kinetics (i.e. glucose and fructose utilization) were measured, which concentrations were all similar in the five strains. This was also reflected in our analysis of the gene expression data since many significantly enriched GO terms were found in SEP clusters (97) than in DEP clusters (22) (Supplementary Table S3d ). Especially, the study focused on aromatic compounds and their related biological pathways. As expected, the 'cellular aromatic compound metabolic process' (639 genes, P-value¼1:46e À8 )'
GO term was significantly enriched in only SEP cluster genes. Also many macromolecule related GO terms were enriched in SEP clusters compared to DEP clusters, which primarily comprises the biomass of yeast (Hartwell, 1967) . The 22 enriched GO terms found in DEP clusters were generally related to house-keeping processes (e.g. 'Response to stimulus', P-value¼2:08e À2 ), which is not surprising since fermentation is a natural metabolic process itself rather than an abiotic stress factor. Collectively, we were able to confirm biological and analytical coherence between the results of our clusters and the associated biological study. Figure 4a . In the case of the drought treated rice data (GSE74465), OPTricluster detected 14 clusters with 17 514 genes, which accounts for 69.2% of the whole gene set and an average of 1251 genes per cluster. This easily exceeds the number of detected DEGs in general, indicating a poor clustering performance. The reason may be that the data is generated by a high throughput sequencing platform whereas OPTricluster is designed for microarray data and it may not be scalable to high throughput expression data. OPTricluster was not able to detect any SEP clusters in the GSE39429 data.
Comparison with existing clustering tools
The redundancy of cluster overlaps was further measured using the silhouette score (Rousseeuw, 1987) , which measures how well separated the two closest clusters are and is used to determine the optimal number of clusters. Since we are comparing clusters generated from three different algorithms that all produced different numbers of clusters, we used a weighted silhouette score. Let a(i) be the average cosine distance of gene i to all other genes within the same cluster and b(i) be the lowest average cosine distance of gene i to the 
The weighted silhouette score is the average silhouette score of all genes multiplied by the number of detected clusters,
where N is the total number of clustered genes, k the number of clusters, n the number of genes in cluster j and w t the weight, which is the number of clusters in result t 2 fTimesVector; OPTricluster; TriClusterg. For all datasets, TimesVector yielded significantly higher weighted silhouette scores than OPTricluster and TriCluster (Fig. 4b) . It indicates that TimesVector was able to detect clusters that are well separated from each other. The DEP and SEP clusters detected by OPTricluster and TriCluster in the hormone treated rice and mouse data yielded a negative silhouette score resepectively, which indicates a possible miss classification.
To evaluate the biological significance of the detected clusters, we compared pathways enriched in the clusters detected by the five tools, shown in Figure 5 , using the malaria infected mouse data (GSE4324). The summary of the clustering results is shown in Table 2 . Wigwams detected more pathways than any other tools. This is because the Wigwams selected more genes than any other tools based on differential expression (2-fold to other tools). Except TriCluster, all tools were successful in detecting immune related pathways, such as T cell and B cell activation. Enriched pathways especially relevant to malaria infection were detected by TimesVector and Wigwams, such as 'Beta1/Beta2 adrenergic receptor signaling pathway' (Harrison et al., 2003) , 'Interferon-gamma signaling pathway' (Cernetich et al., 2006) and 'Alzheimer disease-amyloid secretase pathway'. Alzheimer is reported to share common mechanisms of pathogenesis with malaria infection (Delahaye et al., 2007) . Only TimesVector detected DEP clusters. They were enriched with pathways, such as 'Blood coagulation pathway', a known symptom to malaria infection (Francischetti et al., 2008; Riedl et al., 2016) and 'Histamine H2 receptor mediated signaling pathway' (Jutel et al., 2001) , which is known to regulate T-cell proliferation. Many of the Wigwams specific pathways were G-coupled receptor related pathways, such as 'Alpha adrenergic receptor signaling pathway', 'Thyrotropin-releasing hormone receptor signaling pathway', '5HT2/3 type receptor mediated signaling pathway' and 'Oxytocin receptor mediated signaling pathway'. The erythrocyte G-coupled receptor is reported to regulate the entry of the human malaria parasite (Harrison et al., 2003) . Pathways specific to OPTricluster, TriCluster or EDISA did not show significant relevance to malaria pathogens. Collectively, TimesVector and Wigwams represented the most biologically relevant pathways in respect to the experimented dataset. As shown, the results of TimesVector and Wigwams are complementary to some extent since TimesVector detects DEP clusters and Wigwams detects subsets of organisms with co-expressed gene sets.
Conclusion
We designed and implemented TimesVector to perform triclustering on three dimensions, gene vs. time vs. condition. Identification of distinct gene expression patterns over time in different conditions is an unresolved problem. TimesVector performs clustering on the reduced dimensions, gene vs. condition-time, and postprocessing of clusters while re-considering the condition dimension. This simplified, yet effective approach performs very well due to the step-wise processing of complicated clustering tasks. As shown in experiments with four datasets, TimesVector is able to handle time series data with different numbers of time points and conditions, re-producing research findings reported in the articles for the datasets. TimesVector is also shown to be robust in extensive experiments with randomly generated gene sets of different size ( Supplementary Fig. S7 ). Also, TimesVector successfully detected differential expression patterns between conditions compared to other pattern search based tools. Because of the simplicity of the design of TimesVector, we believe that it will be very valuable for analyzing the challenging three-dimensional time series data. 
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